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Scripture: Joshua 3; Psalm 69:1–3

Ihave never taken a swimming lesson. This is

odd because both of my parents are swim-

mers and “water” people. They would take turns

windsurfing on a nearby lake while the kids

played at the shore in the shallow waters.

Instead of teaching us swimming skills, they put

us in life jackets so we would always float. This

means that I grew up always playing in the

water and comfortable around water, but never

officially learning how to swim in it. 

Later in life, a friend took the time to teach

me how to swim, and being in the lake took on

a whole new level for me. Suddenly, the waters

opened up even more.  I was not afraid to go

into deeper water and found I could magically

glide through it. Of course, I had moments

when I would momentarily forget what to do

and swallow some water (and choke on it). But

when I would stop panicking and remember

the skills my friend taught me—even when I

was tired—I knew I could make it to the shore.

I won’t lie: there were also times that going

into the deep waters with my trusty old life

jacket felt really good, too.

That was in a lake.

The first time I ever went to the ocean, it was

a completely different story. 

Seeing the waves crash onto the shore made

me nervous in a way I had not experienced

before. The first time the salty water touched

my tongue, it surprised me. I did not want to

swim in the ocean, but once I overcame my

fear and swam toward the “scary” waves and

through them, I realized there was beauty, calm

and an openness on the other side. Another

wave would come and sometimes bigger waves

would come, and, although they would still

make me uneasy, being able to swim through

them felt like an accomplishment.

Similarly, braving the waters of life is not

always easy or carefree. Like the Israelites who

needed to cross the Jordan River, sometimes we

are asked to go across what seems like treacher-

ous water. By some kind of grace, we make it

across unscathed, perhaps even a little stronger

and wiser. But other times, even though the

water looks fine, we find ourselves with waves

crashing over our heads, our strokes faltering.

Sometimes we choke a little on the water. 

What is your “treacherous waters” story—a

time in your life that you felt under-equipped

for a challenge? How did you get through? 

For use with Lesson Four of the

2015–2016 PW/Horizons Bible study, 

Come to the Waters by Judy Record Fletcher
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What about a time when you felt prepared

but were overwhelmed once you began?

How did you get through?

How do those waters look now that you’re

on the other side?

It’s tempting to take an easy and safe

approach—staying on the shore or wearing a

life jacket. But we all know we can’t wear life

jackets all the time. We find people who are

willing to teach us to swim—giving us skills in

fresh water that miraculously translate to chlo-

rinated water, salty water, still water and rag-

ing water. 

Sometimes, the hardest part is remember-

ing that our God is always with us as we navi-

gate the waters. We learn to swim, learn to

breath from others, but it’s ultimately our God

who keeps us afloat. 

David Whyte’s poem “The Truelove” expresses

this well. He writes, 

“. . . I think of the story

of the storm and everyone 

waking and seeing 

the distant 

yet familiar figure 

far across the water 

calling to them, 

and how we are all 

preparing for that 

abrupt waking, 

and that calling, 

and that moment 

we have to say yes, 

except it will 

not come so grandly, 

so Biblically, 

but more subtly 

and intimately in the face

of the one you know 

you have to love, 

so that when we finally step out of the boat

toward them, we find 

everything holds 

us, and confirms 

our courage, and if you wanted 

to drown you could, 

but you don’t . . . .”*

Whatever it is and wherever you are in your

life right now, may we dare to step into the

water, learn how to swim and swim through

the waves. And may you find God abiding

with you through it all.

Irene Pak is associate pastor at Stone Church of Willow

Glen in San José, California.

Note

* David Whyte, The House of Belonging (Langley, WA: Many
Rivers, 1997) 


